COMPANY
PROFILE
Proven Expertise in Data and Information Security

Why di it
Di8it is an information security consultancy having specialization in Offensive, Defensive and
Advisory Security Services. We also offer state of the art Cyber Security Solutions.
Founded in 2015, Di8it began its journey with an aim to provide assurance that can be mapped to the
ﬁnancial value to justify cost.
As an information security specialist, Di8it cut through the oddities that can obstruct the velocity of
work. We integrate velocity driven engineering in an agile and responsive manner.

Why Choose Us!

Offensive
Security is the
best defense!

Di8it brings unparalleled expertise and
understanding of the latest security threats to
expose vulnerabilities, perform threat intelligence
and identify kill chain to ensure that our client's
assets and information security are well protected.
Digit team evaluates implemented controls and
security measures effectiveness against an
intrusive attempt aiming to exploit cyber defense
of an organization.

STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

Di8it provides wide range of Cyber Security Solutions including
privileged and remote access management, database encryption,
database security monitoring, SOAR, threat intelligence, datacenter security and vulnerability management.

SERVICES
Di8it provides security services and integrated security solutions according to the speciﬁc
requirements of our customers.
Di8it is a trusted cyber security advisor for industry leaders operating in diversiﬁed sectors.
We take great pride in our emergent reputation as a sophisticated corporate security service
provider and increasing dependence of customers on our expertise.

OFFENSIVE
SECURITY

Web App Penetration Testing
Mobile App Penetration Testing
Network Penetration Testing
Red Team Assessment
Breach and Attack Simulation
Social Engineering Security
Assessment

ADVISORY
SECURITY

Network Architecture Review
System Hardening & Conﬁguration
Review
Risk Assessment & Compliance
Cyber Assessment and Security
Maturity

DEFENSIVE
SECURITY

Threat Hunting Assessment
Compromise Assessment

ELEARN
SECURITY

elearn Security Certiﬁcation
eLearnSecurity’s Innovative
Training Courses

Offensive Security
Offensive security is the best defense! At Di8it, our top tier security experts understand how
attackers operate and plan an attack to gain access to an organization’s most sensitive information.
Automated application and network penetration testing tools might be great for preliminary scans
but often fail to identify more subtle security ﬂaws, associated risks and less obvious weaknesses
which usually attackers look for ﬁrst. At Digit, we provide offensive security services that are more
relevant and comprehensive.
Di8it focuses on further exploring the core processes of your application or network and then
looks for exploits that aren’t easily visible. Our expertise helps us develop a better understanding
of your speciﬁc security needs.

Web App Penetration
Testing

Mobile App Penetration
Testing

Effective Security Control to
measure web application
security

Avert your mobile apps &
API threat exposure from a
potentially disastrous data
breach

Stay ahead of your
adversaries with Di8it web
application testing service
which is based on the Open
Web Application Security
Project® (OWASP).
Security experts at Di8it
evaluate every aspect of
your web application
including business logic,
technology and controls
from an attacker’s perspective with an aim to gain
access to your sensitive
data.

Our Extensive static,
dynamic and source code
penetration testing service
is supporting both iOS and
Android Platforms.
blantia.

With signiﬁcant experience
of working on both iOS and
Android, Di8it team
understands critical
vulnerabilities and
challenges associated with
each platform and mobile
architecture.

Network Penetration
Testing

Know thy network to
measure your on-premises
and cloud threat exposure
Your organizational network
is only as secure as your
infrastructure’s weakest link.
Di8it’s network penetration
testing service imperatively
perform structured
network-based penetration
testing across an organizational network asset with an
aim to analyze and detect
weaknesses before they can
be exploited to attain access
to your sensitive data with
malicious intent.

Reporting Practices
Di8it believes that communication and
documentation are key for the success of any
security project. An organized and detailed
security assessment report guarantees
successful implementation of remediation
efforts.
At Di8it, we are proud of our professional,
reﬁned and detailed documentation for
customers through our exclusive Reporting
Engine.

Red Team
Assessment

Targeted assessments for
mature security teams
While traditional penetration tests are a great way to
ﬁnd inherent security
weaknesses in a system
within a predetermined
scope, nothing tests your
security better than an
advanced, highly-targeted
red team engagement.
Red Team engagements
consist of sophisticated
simulations of advanced,
multi-vector cyber-attacks
with the sole purpose of
breaching your security and
compromising speciﬁc
targets or ﬂags.

Breach and Attack
Simulation

Social Engineering
Security Assessment

Test your security resilience
with real-world breach and
attack simulations

Deceptive social engineering attacks to assess your
organization’s cyber security
posture

Organizations intend to
ensure that adequate
security and controls are
implemented which does not
disintegrate in the face of a
committed, deliberate
intrusion attack.
Di8it examines your
network and security
infrastructure as an attacker,
ﬁnds the weakest link in
your enterprise security, and
performs attack simulations
in an uncontrolled environment.

Di8it posses targeted and
focused spear phishing
capabilities to identify the
vulnerabilities in the human
chain.
Social engineering attacks
are extremely focused,
targeted and well-coordinated. Di8it has designed a
range of tests and methodologies to compromise a
target personnel and gain
access to sensitive data.
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